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Inter Collegiate Current
Events Contest Announced
The New York Times again offers to
the students of Wellesley College a
series of prizes for the best papers in a
competitive current events examina-
tion. Last year the examination was
held in April. This year in- order to
avoid a period when the college calen-
dar Is usually crowded, the examination
will take place on February 16, 1929.
The subject matter will include the
most important events as reported in
the newspapers or current periodicals
Jun 1928 ;
award three prizes, viz.. a first prize of
$160. a second prize of $75, and a third
prize of $25. All undergraduate mem-
bers of the college are eligible to enter
the contest. Similar prizes will be
awarded, thanks to the generosity of
The New York Times, in nineteen
other colleges, including Amherst,
Brown, Bryn Mawr, Chicago, Columbia,
Cornell, Dartmouth, Harvard, Michi-
gan, Mt. Holyoke. Pennsylvania, Prince-
ton, Smith, U. S. Military Academy,
U. S. Naval Academy. Vassar, Virginia,
Williams and Yale. The student re-
ceiving the highest grade of all those
competing in the twenty colleges will
$500.
The
rangements at Wellesley includes Mrs.
Hodder and Mr. Curtis of the History
Department and Miss Barrows of the
Economics Department. Students de-
siring further information should apply
to the committee. It is hoped that a
enter the contest. The Monday mom-
helpful in preparati<
Phi Sigma Masque Reveals
Spanish Christmas Customs
The Phi Sigma Masque, to be pre-
sented on Friday and Saturday, De-
cember 7 and 8. will be Night Brings
A Stranger, by Anne Belle Wick-
ham. Phi Sigma has been studying
Spanish folklore, and this play has
been written to illustrate Spanish
Christmas customs.
The cast:
Senora Manas Marjorie Smith
(Continued on Page 2, Column 3)
Former Faculty Watch
Vestris Rescue At Sea
ship Wyoming,
Vestr. On 1
inp ship were two former members o
the Department of English Literature
Miss Vida Scudder and Miss Floreno
Converse, who have brought back ti
Wellesley n report of their experience
The Wyoming, with thirty-five pas
sengers. had spent ten days on a rougl
sea when she received the call; in
until early morning. A heavy storm
made the search especially difficult; so
it was not until three o'clock that Miss
Converse heard a shout indicating that
a boat had been sighted. The passen-
gers rushed to watch it drop down to
the ship from a giant wave; ladders
were let down as it scraped the Wyo-
ming's side. The captain of the rescu-
discipline throughout the work, called
out to know if there were any women
in the craft. One woman,
was brought up the ladder; and
other passengers followed, pulled
rope ladders or carried helplessly
\'. ..man standing in the
s Mrs. De Vore, who had
been rescued from the Vestris along
with her small dog. She walked firmly
up the ladder, showing no signs of the
fatigue that hours of drifting must
have caused. Another boat can
COMING EVENTS







of having one especial goal for each
year's work. The Christmas program
will consist of a tableau of the man-
ger scene. French Christmas s ngs
sung by Pauline Jones, and French
poems read by Dorothy Johnston. In-
stead of a Christmas tree, the members
of the Alliance Francaise
have Christmas shoes, h
with the French custom
uoin-
Barnswallows Gives One
Of First Modern Plays
I Sam-- wallow;-
e WellesU
i Saturday evening, Decern- 1 will
mng and will have t
alumnae rally. Dress rehearsal,
held on Tuesday night. Dancing
Saturday night
he dark, ai
(Continued Page 2, Columns '.
Hoover's Outlined Policy
Wins Widespread Approval
Oddly enough after the heated
troversies and attacks of the campaign
comes the almost unanimous approval
by the press of Herbert Hoover's
actions. His trip to Latin Ameri
applauded everywhere: his proposals
for the stabilization of prosperity by
providing for the unemployed have
thus far, met unqualified approval.
"Our diplomacy is showing signs ol
intellectual maturity. imaginative
power, initiative, and. what is more im-
portant, a plan," says the Philadelphia
Evening Public Ledger. The growing
importance of South America is being
recognized; it is heralded as the New
World of to-morrow. Hoover's visit is
expected to strengthen the "Pan-
American consciousness"; it is an at-
tempt to solidify the Americas. The
York Evening Post sees in it a
profound economic significance, the be-
ginning of a new era in American trade.
This policy foresees the potential value
South American markets and
prophesies a day in which they will
displace Europe as consumers of our
goods. If South America becomes the
outlet for the population of Eu-
it seems probable that, as in the
United States, a vast increase in wealth
will follow.
.lie opinion anticipates important
s in good-will as well as good bu>-
American political
national life. South America
es in greater understanding
mutual problems.
One of the aims of Herbert Hoover's
ip in private capacity is to assure the
iip motivates our policy.
Meanwhile at home Mr. Hoover has
Page 2, Col. 3.)
On Wednesday evening, December 5,
the Radcliffe Glee Club will give a
joint concert with the Wellesley Choir.
There will be no charge for this con-
Alumnae Hall.
On December 5, Mrs. Prince of the
Prince School of Store Service Educa^
tion will speak upon Department Store
Work as an opportunity for college
women, in Room 124 Founders Hall, at
4:40, under the auspices of the Com-
mittee on Vocational Information of
the Personnel Bureau. Mrs. Prince is
a pioneer in her investigation of such
opportunities for college women, and
many Wellesley graduates have had
their training in her school.
SCHUBERT CENTENNIAL
To commemorate Franz Schubert,
who lived just one hundred years ago,
the Wellesley College Symphony Or-
chestra will dedicate to him the first
part of its recital program, All mem-
bers of the college are cordially invited
to attend this informal recital, at
Billings Hall at 4:40 P.M., Friday, De-
modem plays. George B. Shaw fol-
lowed Ibsen, chronologically at least,
in putting on this play dealing with
m -fire
The orchestr
James Hoffman, is large
is greater, with the addition of a
clarinet, two trumpets and a harp. It
playsfacultv: Miss Sleeper
bass viol; Mr. Proctor, the eel
Mr. Walter Smith, the violin.
One of the most interesting
bers to be played is Handel's
arranged for harp, violin and
with an accompaniment by t:
chestra. The program will als
tain the Overture to Don
Mozart, two Marches Militaire b;
Schubert. Ballet Music, also by Schu
bert and the Adagietto from th
I'ArlevMenne Suite by Bizet.
melodramatic intensity. To attack t
romantic poppycock that veiled t
real life of a soldier, Shaw ridiculed I
profession at its sentimental worst
Sergius and presented the reality in
f enraged Victorian
the ol that
other generation. But we can
enjoy the picture of youth denuding
itself and discovering its own romantic
tendencies.
It is an interesting fact that the
mother of Theodora Douglas, who will
play the role of Louka in the Wellesley
performance, was the original creator






First Chinese Government Post To Be Given
To Woman Is Held By Graduate Of Wellesley
The first woman to be appointed
to a post in the Nanking Govern-
ment is a Wellesley graduate, of the
class of 1917. She is Mrs. Chiang
Kai-Shek (formerly Miss Meiling
Soong), wife of the Chinese Presi-
dent and a sister of T. V. Soong, the
Minister of Finance. For some time
she has been a zealous worker in the








She was a good student while she
was here, and had a "keen and pas-
sionate interest in ideas as ideas."
Her vivacity of manner made her
very likeable, and popular. When
she returned to China, she was prac-
United States
noble and worthv in their culture
She surrounded herself with the best
of Chinese scholars to teach her
and worked "as if for a Ph. D. de-
gree." At length she found her way
and discovered Chinese philosophy
to be, for her. richer, purer, and
finer than our western philosophy.
This conviction resulted in a
strong sense of patriotism. Her pre-
vious training and her particular de-
votion to the ideals of her nation
peculiarly fitted Mrs. Chiang Kai-
Shek to take up government work.
In spite of the opportunities and dis-
tractions that would naturally ac-
company her background, she has
kept her remarkably unified purpose.
RULES DISCUSSED
BY STUDENT GROUP
Abolition Of All Sunday Rules
And 7:30 Rule Change
Agreed On At Meeting
The meeting of the Elastic Commit-
on on Thursday afternoon, November
the Sunday sport and 7:30 rules.
: scope of legslation of the College
Government was first discussed. It was
ally agreed that legislation for the
other house rules, is necessary. There
was some disagreement as to the neces-
sary extent of legislation for the pro-
tection of the student and, indirectly,
of the name of the college.
mended to the Senate that all laws con-
cerning sports on Sunday be
In the discussion preceding t
it was emphasized that th
lilies are outside the scope
tion as outlined, and that th>
the rule on students who visit in Wel-
lesley on Sunday is absurd. The details
of the permitting of team sports, and
the limitations of the use of the Bil-
lings tennis courts during Chapel hours
could be referred to the Hygiene De-
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Miss Sanderson To Tell Of
Religious Chaos In Turkey
Miss Edith Sanderson, who has re-
cently returned from Turkey where she
has been teaching in the American
School at Brousa, will speak in Sever-
ance Hall on Sunday evening. Decem-
ber second, at 7:30, on the subject of
the religious situation in modern Tur-
Miss Sanderson lias been before the
public eye during the past year in con-
nection with the trial of herself and
two other American teachers of the
Brousa School for alleged violation of
the Turkish Constitution, which for-
bids foreign educational institutions to
impart religious instruction to their
pupils. In most dramatic circumstance^
Miss Sanderson made her defense in
Turkish before the Brousa coui't. Two
appeals have been made to the Su-
preme Court of Angora, and the final
decision is still pending.
In spite of the difficulties which Miss
Sanderson has faced in her work, she
ry much in sympathy with the
Turkish people, and since she has been
Turkey since 1923 and has witnessed
: many stirring changes that have
;en place there, she is well qualified
present, the situation and to interpret
new basis upon which missionary
is as Turkey.
There will be an opportunity for any
students who are interested in knowing
about the possibilities of work in
foreign countries to talk with Miss
Sanderson, as she is to be in Wellesley
until Monday evening. She may be
sd through the Christian Associ-
offlce.
Suggestions Wanted
All interested in special subjects
for the Week of Prayer please put
suggestions in C. A. office.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NE W_S
Modern Drama Is Best
In History, Says Eaton
of hlimor. Walter Pnlrhard E.ilnll.
the Theatre Guild, gave a most
lightful and informal talk on mod
drama in Billings Hall, Wednesday
afternoon, November 21. Although
there are all kinds of '-modern" plays
from the now fashionable, hard-boiled
ex-reporter's masterpiece to the re-
disguised old miracle play, Mr. Eaton
considers the "drama of modernity.'
as a whole, to be more varied, interest
ing, and stimulating than the drams
either of the Renaissance or Reforma
tion periods. And such praise for con
temporary playwrights is not heresy but
truth, he declares.
The first of the three distinct periods
in the history of the English drams
was during the time of the Renais
sance, when men suddenly awoke to tin
value of studying the individual man
In the theatre Shakespeare and Mar-
lowe, to express their own ideas, used
express their own liberated personali
ties, they used blank verse. But the
R"naix~ance drama eventually
after years of being badly imitated
it was not until the time of the
Reformation that English dram;
vived. Then something new happened
that was fresh and original and the
result of a real contemporary impulse.
It was the brilliant creation of the
Comedy of Manners, which became the
the !
flection of society at the time
Charles II. Ruling the comedy of
theatre for two hundred years, this
tradition of the comedy of manners un-
doubtedly inspired The School for
Scandal and The Importance of Being
Earnest.
It was in 1890 that the drama of
modernity really started on its brilliant
career, guided by an intense desire for
creation. If any one play can be said
to have started the modern drama, it
is Ibsen's The Doll House. Mr. Eaton
described the audience, after they had
seen this play, as standing on the side-
walks just outside the theatre, debat-
ing, wondering, tense with thinking.
They had expected the usual play of
character and story and had been
startled when in no usual way the play
suddenly became intellectual. They
had seen the beginning of modern
drama, in which the play is no longer
America, Shaw's Arms and the Man
was the first of the modern school of
plays to be produced. But no one then
could understand or really like Shaw's
social criticism, his "debunking" of
military glory and his ridiculing of
idealistic, romantic love. Whether
the audience liked it or not, Shaw
continued to put ideas into his plays
and to write" to stir the mind as well
as the heart. Today, a little more than
thirty years afterwards, every novelist
and playwright has to put his mind into
his fiction or drama to satisfy the audi-
Speaking for a moment about Wel-
lesley's relations with this modern
drama, Mr. Eaton said that it was a
fact that seventy-five per cent of the
bast work in American theatres today
is being done by college graduates who
were interested in dramatic work while
at school. Of the plays being produced
today, seventy-five per cent were writ-
ten and staged by the graduates of the
Baker Workshop at Harvard and sim-
ilar training classes. It was quite en-
couraging to the members of Barn
problems of modern drama.
RULES DISCUSSED
BY STUDENT BODY
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
place of any future regulation was felt
to be in the section of the Gray book
which describes the use of the Hunne-
well estates. It was recommended that
the rule forbidding use of canoes and
boats on the Charles River be abolished.
As for the prohibition of card-playing
in dormitory living-rooms, it was de-
cided that no college government regu-
lation is necessary. The house mothers
could make any rule they thought nec-
essary, and this would be enforced, as
, by the College Gov-
The present widespread biv.i.-iine ol
the 7:30 rule was discussed. There was
a general feeling that there is insuffi-
cient justification for the rule. It was
recommended that the possibility of
questioning the rule be suggested to
the Senate, with the possibility that for
ruling. The methods of enforcing the
cussed. No very fruitful suggestions
were made, though it was generally
agreed that the college should be im-
pressed with the idea that a law, while
CRITICISM OF C. A. RESULTS
IN DISCUSSION OF ITS GOOD
In answer to the growing demand
that C. A. justify its existence. Pitt Van
Dusen, a Union Theological professor
and graduate of Princeton, was brought
/\ C&fris
?T
the local situation from the point -of
-
view of an outsider. He made a brief
talk connecting the problem here with
the general religious problem outside
of college, before settling down to the
critical consideration of the former.
In general, people are losing interest
in religion because they are beginning
to think for themselves and see that
more apt to tlv
action than true spiritual urge.
The reaction is a questioning of
whether there is any real spiritual con-
tent in religion or whether it is all form
with no meaning. In college, individ-
ualism naturally swings from the di-
ChrMian." an.i
combined with
nn of the undergraduate- i
the demand that C. A. justify i
Mr. Van Dusen thinks that
acceptable features of all
eliuinn ini;-t
of old forms ;
nt discomfort results from tru
Thus Mr. Van Dusen pleaded f
ontinuation of our Christian A;
ion. Some colleges have given i
truggle but he urges that it is
leaning into the existing
The discussion brought out a number
if points of view. One of the most
pressing concerned the membership.
In limiting the Association by making
Christian" one, other sects are
kept out. This limitation is necessary,
according to Mr. Van Dusen. If one
lakes it broad enough to include all.
-
loses any definite meaning.
The Social Service end of C. A. came
p for discussion also. Here again Mr.
r
an Dusen felt that spiritual inspira-
ion as well as actual service was
.
order to give meaning to
He felt that it cauld mean
nothing apart from the spiritual ex-
pression that it embodies. The discus-
es never slack and diverged very
Consequently it was a success as
producing opinion and after-
thought is concerned.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
wn. Since one of these seemed to be
completely helpless, it was taken in
first. The passengers of the other boat,
pped with a tiny, makeshift sail
a single oar, were so exhausted
n they finally neared the ship that
they could not grasp the rope extended
morning a fewLater
forms were approaching the ship. It
was Mr. Dana. South American repre-
;ive of the American Radio Cor-
on, and a stewardess of the
s. While the life-boat was being
;d for their aid—a process which
the
The new Ensemble idea!
Contrast your dress and coat!
COLOR
The key note in this sale of
new dresses
$22.50
Bright reds and wine reds—blue ribbon blues—softer blue—new
light shades of brown—subtle greens—and aster purples. Colors
Dresses in colors that will give life to your costumes. Chiffons, flat
crepes, Georgettes—in women's and misses' styles. For theatre. . .
for informal evening . . for bridge . . for dinners . . and dancing.
Quilted Satin Robes Men's Suede Fur-Lined
Rose, Blue, Black GLOVES
10.75 4.95
A ve,, acceptable Bif. Makes a Useful Gift
50 CENTRAL STREET WELLESLEY
lookers applauded, she managed to
rescue the life-boat, going out farther,
picked up another victim; and the
following instant the huge dorsal fin
of a shark appeared above the water.
The Wyoming left the area of the
wreck at about noon, picking up on
she passed, other ships saluted her;
when she reached New York Harbor
the Press Ship hastened out to learn
from the hundred and twenty-five
rescued the story of t
The rescuers, too, had
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
Waban Block
Tel. Wei. 0566
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W
Dr. Francis S. Keating
Dentist
Lady Assistant Tel. 823-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
Dentist
Vliss Muriel A. Brigham, D. H.
i Page 1, Col. 2)
been giving assurance of his desire to
fulfil his promise of continued pros-
perity. Governor Brewster of Maine
expounded before the Conference of
Governors the president-elect's plan
;ing the problem of unemploy-
Hoover advocates the laying
aside of $3,000,000,000 in a reserve fund,
which will provide construction work
mes of depression. This is expect-
) do for labor and industry what
Federal reserve has done for fi-
nance. It involves the co-operation of
Federal and State governments in re-
serving construction work for the pub-
good in "hard times." until a reserve
ailing two years' expenditures had
support
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
Senor Manas Anne Belle Wickham
scnm-a Manas (his mother)
Elizabeth Woltmann
Carmelita Manas Alice Abbot
Baptista Manas Harriet Delicate
Esteban Manas. Marion Uai/knihriinri
Juan, a Stranger Augusta Stanton
Senor Valdez Molly Danforth
Pedro Valdez (his son) .. .Gladys White




















The predicted effect of the Hoover
election on business has begun without
waiting for the new administration to
take office. Such unprecedented action
rid. From ;
3,000.000
sales daily, last Friday the number of
exchanges reached 7,000,000 for the
first time in history. Wednesday, part-
ly because of the confusion caused by
the inability of the ticker to record the
sales fast enough, panic spread among
the timid speculators, who sold out at
almost any price. The next day how-
ever, the ticker was regulated by the
elimination of all sales notations except
the opening prices. The du Pont
shares have been split into thirds and
the Kennicott Copper Company has
given an $8 stock dividend. Seats on
the New York Stock Exchange are sell-
ing at $575,000.
The fifty-one medals of Capt. Roald
Amundsen have been purchased anon-
ymously and presented to the Oslo
Museum in Copenhagen. One of these,
awarded last week by the king of Italy,
bears the citation, "Legendary hero of
the Arctic; lost his life in an aviation
accident while preparing to bring aid
to the castaways of the dirigible, Italia;
a sublime example of human solidarity,
of bravery and of chivalry."
[=]
Of the fortune left by Mr. Payne
Whitney to charity, the greatest
amount, over twenty million dollars,
New York Hospital. Twen-
ON
ON CAMPUS
Senate gave a C. G. tea at Phi Sigma
on Wednesday for the house-mothers,
Vil-Juniors and house-presidents.
K. Falconer and Connie Smith gave
a tea at Shakespeare <
for Mrs. Jewett, a painte;
Helen Steers. '28, spent several days
in Wellesley last week staying at Tower
Court. She has been playing a part
in the Theatre Guild's production of
Faust but is looking for something else
to do now that Faust has stopped run-
On Saturday, November 17,
Lennie Phoebe Copeland of the Depart-
ment of Mathematics addressed a
meeting of the Association of Teachers
ol Mathematics in New England held
in Springfield.
Professor Clara E. Smith of the De-
partment of Mathematics is a member
of the committee which is arranging
the program for the annual meeting of
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW.S
WOMAN'S TRADE LEAGUE AIDS
IMPROVING LABOR CONDITIONS
Mrs. Mary Thompson, president of
the Woman's Trade League of Boston,
spoke Friday afternoon at 124 Founders
on the Problem of Women in Industry.
The League holds a unique position
in the community where it is further
ing a very
trustees to be divided anions varum*
charities according to their own dis-
cretion, will be distributed among the
New York Hospital, Cornell University
for the maintenance and support of
Cornell Medical College, the New York
Public Library, the Groton School,
Hos-Nas:
lish supply of rac
I by the purchase i
grams of the me
is fight against <
Contrary to the general impression.
the Venus de MUo. when unearthed by
a peasant at Milo, was possessed of
holding an apple in the hand, and the
other pendant with the hand grasping
a belt-like object. When the French
government, after hearing about the
discovery, sent an agent to purchase it.
it was discovered that certain Greeks
were already in the act of transporting
the statue to Constantinople. A fight
ensued in which the exquisite arms
were broken. What remained of them,
a portion of the forearm and part of
a hand holding an apple, were rescued
and are now in the Louvre with the
statue. Milo Harbor is about to be
dredged by the Greeks for the rest of
the arms, but the French authorities
believe that they have been hopelessly
destroyed.
At the International Conference on
coal recently held at Pittsburgh, papers
were read showing the amazing steps
being taken by science in the making
of synthetic substitutes for natural
products. A coal having all the ele-
profitably from wood. Coal itself is
being made into gasoline, benzine, and
naphthaline, and the latest experiment
proves that by a process of decom-
position and synthesis rubber can be
made from it. This process, however,
doubles the cost of rubber at its pres-
ent status, and will not be practical
until the method may be made less ex-
pensive.
Mrs. Lindbergh, following her son's
penchant for creating international
good will, is spending her leave of ab-
sence this year teaching chemistry at




on Modem Drama was his description
of Barrett Wendel's voice as an "Oxford
accent gone Back-Bay." Also delight-
ful was his definition of a college lec-
turer, "a man who transfers notes from
his note-book to that of the student
without their passing through the
minds of either." This was his answer
to an introduction which designated
his coming speech as a "lecture," we
haste to add.
r=i
Malcom Carr, Marion Hackenheimer
and several other girls gave a tea at
Phi Sigma for Mrs. Sherrard, Ann
>ther, who came up for
daughter's birthday.
On Friday evening, November 23rd,
the second meeting of the Mathematics
club was held in the Alumnae Room
at Alumnae Hall. At this meeting sev-
eral interesting topics were given by
the members. Mildred Shineman gave
Chance in a Game of Dice, Celia Rus-
sel, The Nine Point Circle, Elsie Franck,
Zeno's Paradoxes, an
The Rule of Single
Position.
The meeting was then turned over
tested those present along psychological
lines. Such things as digit memory
span, memory association in pairs, and
ing and enjoyed by all.
[=]
At the all college tea-dance at Tower
en the 17th Miss Tufts and Miss Mac-
Gregor chaperoned. Delicious punch
and cakes were served and the music
D<, :!,!, Fv!\e
House Dances also are gaining in
popularity. Beebe and Pomeroy each
Severance and Clafiin are both plan-
On Friday evening, November 24,
President Pendleton was given an in-
formal reception by the Graduate Club
in the Green Room of Alumnae Hall.
The students were asked by Miss Pen-
dleton to name the college from which
they had graduated and to tell of the
work they were doing at Wellesley.
About a third of the Club is composed
of Wellesley graduates and more mem-
bers are doing work in the Hygiene de-
partment than in any other department
at college.
Miss Pendleton, in a short talk, ex-
pressed her interest in the graduate
students and their work.
jn.und fur them. There i
nicer iny.
into the labor markets and under-
bidding men; the heritage of submis-
sion forces the men to work at sweat-
shop conditions and also precipitates
unemployment. We must remember
recently. Traces of the old order are
still found, for example, in the double
Mrs. Thompson worked in the tex-
tile shops of New Bedford,
that
lit-art-breaking job. There is no awful
thing which compares to the feeling of
helplessness of standing in the bread-
We wonder why such conditions should
prevail; civilization should mean op-
portunity for the many rather than
wealth and culture for the few.
The people of New Bedford have put
up a magnificent fight against their
employers. Many people used their
whole life's savings in this struggle,
and it was a peaceful struggle. Their
determination forced the 5% compro-
mise, and the offer did come from the
employers.
Part of the work of the Woman's
Trade Union League is the promulga-
tion of protective legislature. It must
combat those employers who are trying
to bring the working condition of the
North to the lower level of working





thwarted by the employers. Organi:
tion of women is difficult because of
inevitable dissension and because, i
ticularly among the Italians, then
rigid home control forcing the girl:
jobs 1 the '
the i j.u to these
homes in the evenings and she
the value of organization.




The Student Industial group opened
its year with a week-end discussion
party here at Wellesley. November 17
and 18. A small group of Brockton
industrial girls came to the conference
On Saturday evening the whole
group assembled at A. K. X., where
Adelaide Noble opened the subject for
discussion—the effect of i
upon unemployment. A
special reports by the girls to clarify
the subject, Mr. Lorimer of the Eco'
nomics Department started the group
discussion. The meeting then became
informal, and the- girls from Br
showed some very interesting i
pictures they had taken at a si
That "breakfast is served" w
vious Sunday about nine o'clock
hostesses and guests made a pleasant
combination of eating and increasing
acquaintances. In the afternoon, the
effect and problem of unskilled labor
in America, the question of free trade








Whether it's a simple dinner frock you
for the most elaborate dance you ever at-
tended in your life. Slattery's Wellesley
I
1 £i\ \ find the new jacket costumes for evening,
\\ dresses and the smartest versions of tail-
p\ nroH M.llo nro«.»c in sm.-irt ^hnrlf* that
-Christmas Oifts-
flowing with originality, gifts for all the family,
fresh, crisp merchandise that is "different." Pot-
lamps in bright colors, 3.50. Lacy nightgowns, of




Wellesley Guest House |
9 Abbott Street, Wellesley
Telephone Wellesley 0968 Mrs. Mary B. Hughes, Hostess |
For your overnight and week-end guests
A pleasing background for your hospitality. Dinner and Q




Rooms for private parties, bridge, teas.





J V. pletely satisfying as
one of these freshly pre-
pared orange juice drinks.
Just the pure juice of a
whole, select, ripe orange,
sweetened to your taste;
clean, clear, cracked ice;
then charged or plain
We me
the %ich
Jersey Ice Cream ^ne Safe







si-:lf-im>k i mi \ 1
have been made against societies in the
that which they have brought upon
themselves by their lack of positive
"officially and openly." nor has it been
thought worthwhile to bother to bring
out convincing arguments on either
side. If the letter of the Inter-Society
Council is accepted by the societies as
:
representing their stand, why have they
allowed the trenchant attacks upon it
Only two letters'
it to the NEWS by under-
regard to the matter, the
;
s have been left
rthy




phasis oh quantity the method
us think? Might not a stress
ity and intellectual alertness I
more vital in furthering
life of the students? Looking up from
would like to do well, we plead for op-
portunity to do high-grade-of-quality
work rather than an astounding quan-
PIKELY PI K>ON M
corporate responsibility." That,
ever, is not the reason you
searched Wellesley in vain for it.
Ie_ia!e m'HM' 01 corporate resprn
.iv , ages <
Society Council
matter. The
trengthen it. It is probably safe to
nfer that the suggestion of using the
louses for larger groups will not even
College spirit, in brief, is
non-existent. Those who
sigh for the fate of Wellesley without
it; for Wellesley is not alone in this
meetings where elections could not pro-
ceed because of the failure to attract
a quorum definitely prove that college
spirit has been on the wane for the




i responsibility which should not be
shirked." The societies have shirked,
and have thus placed before the college
a more convincing proof of their de-
1 lack of courage and
lh:ui could be spoken in words
QUALITY NOT QUANTITY
Cluttered with large quantities
work, impossibly long assignments .
too much extra-curricular activity,
totter and groan, finally emerging fr
a trying week with unheard of nu
bers of duties performed, but of wl
quality
!
Do we show ingenuity and spe<
interest in our subjects? Mercy,
Perform
think nothing of doing it in a medio
manner. Read as many books as p
sible, and if your digestion ceases
operate and make them meaningful
have beheld the pages. That
should really think out an assign:
un m winch the rending alone has '
trying to breathe new life into the de-
funct spirit of the grand old days by
singing an italicized Te Deum in its
honor, we shall proceed to the signifi-
cance of all this. A new individualism
has come in place of the old college
Personal development admittedly
takes precedence over the welfare of
large college organizations. The would-
be member of the intelligentsia honest-
ly prefers staying at home amid taste-
ful surroundings and enjoying a little
extra-curricular reading to turning out
with the good old-fashioned enthusi-
asm for a College Government or a
Christian Association mass meeting.
Concerts, recitals, readings, the theatre
in town, even lectures, which formerly
were branded as "dry," all compete for
Obviously, it cannot be deplored as a
movement toward serving self-interest
alone; each of us is here to accomplish
, individualism
To all anglophile.s and
Tea For More indeed to all people who
Than Two anjoy leisure and socia-
bility, the recent ten-
dency toward atieiTionn learn-; must be
is absurd to expect. Kn assuring sign that the United States
modern i-ille^e would be ' is not doomed to destruction and that
I our colleges are not factories. Welles-
have discovered that there
steaming kettle and the cracker box.
Miss Betty Frost, C. A. secretary,
brought the tea-pot to the C. A. office,
and several of the societies have bor-
rowed the idea. It is pleasant in the
midst of our "rush-life" to find our-
selves indulging in tea, talk and tar-
vie pected, people who n:
about things never turn
ten they are given an official chs
air their grievances. At least s
is the case last Thursday. The i
-thirty rule is one which is "ra
er the coals" by more than one-;
per
appealed in Alumnae Hall to
the mat er. Perhaps his is I
the student body feels t
too little weight with Senate
worth expressing. But public
i known to be swayed
by the voice of the masses? Certainly
Senate cannot be coerced by so ft
a minority of opinion, though
doubt this represents those who take
the trouble to think and use
thoughts. It seems too bad tha
;ima/inu lack of civic interest, \
also be reflected in college communi
ties which should be the very ones t<
c\cniphtv the opposite stand.
Free Press Column
for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
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officers a few
nindamentally because of the lack of
vhole-hearted support in previous
the question of the "right to ex-
newly elected officers and to that small
:lty which constitutes its present
membership. The Liberal Club offers
as an organ of communication
bringing to Wellesley speakers and
leaders from the concrete world of
politic-ill. economic and social problems.
Does Wellesley need or want such an
organization?
the last open meeting of the





iext speaker coming to the
Club is Mrs. Mary Gordon
Thompson, President of the Boston
Women's Trade Union League, who
k on the work of that organiza-
Why should a Wellesley girl
lg in English Literature or Com-
t, Biblical History, Philosophy
in Trade Unions?
that the trade unions are a means ol
raising the workers to the level whert
they will be able to appreciate anc
enjoy what Wellesley students general-
ly accept as their own natural and in-
alienable heritage.
Let us make the Liberal Club a liv-
ing, vital force, remembering that It i:
a moral obligation to be intelligent, oi
let us give it a decent burial, freely ad>
mining that we have not the least in
tellectual urge to look beyond our com-
fortable, unruffled academic world o
dreams and theories."
To the Wellesley College Neivs:
Believing that in the recent dis
sions on Societies in the NEWS
heart of the matter has not yet
reached, as a society member I
pn mph'd to set forth my views on
subject.
The charge that the societies are
elusive (in the snobbish sense)
not seem to me to be justified. I:
should call the roll of all the splendid
girls in college, we should find :
who are not members. These girls are
obviously of two groups: either they
do not belong to societies by c
(and there are many) or the;
barred because of the high academic
.standing required. The first group can
be dismissed: every individual ha
right to chose her own affiliations. It
is the second group which is under dis-
academic requirements and are no!
placed are in proportion very small
H'".\ members. As to the limli ;«i,
ic standing required, many believe
diploma grade is all that reasonably
should be demanded. Society wo!
the most part does take time, and the
benefits to be derived from socief
tivity cannot be fully enjoyed unless
the members are free from academic
pressure to a certain extent. If it
not for the consideration of the
tion of time, should not membership be
granted on the grounds that it w;
honor won for hard work? For some
of us the prospect of membership




Each of the societies is concerned '
'Continued on Page G. Column
the Women s Col-
leges in America and England" is the
title of an article that should be writ-
ten by a Wellesley student who has
passed through the fire of university
training in both countries, not by the
Eiv.'lish visitor after two months so-
English visitor can do is tell of a few
impressions registered by eye and ear
during her first weeks of initiation at
Wellesley.
And first of the eye—what it has en-
joyed of novelty and colour. The bril-
liance of the New England fall as seen
autumn. Nor
Even when clouds lower and leaves lie
lightened by these gay handkerchiefs
and turbans with which the Wellesley
students defy the attacks of wind, sun,
and rain. Colour invades and softens
the austerity of the classroom. As the
eye rests on the gay frocks and pleas-
trast suggests itself, and memory sum-
mons up a picture of an English
Ugh! flickering
from England is free from tr
i Page 7. Column 2)
«l2flS^
Adminl.-.' [Mtntn. Faculty, s
I come to seek your ears
tention
That you may by prompt i




In elegiac c nant so sad and drear.
Begin then guardians of the ancient
Libe
That stand serenely on Lake Waban's
shore
Holding in tacks its knowledge of ages
Do not thy sympathy forbear to show;
Join in my song of woe,
And help rr e find the book you prom-
For I have trod with weary feet and
From the highest stack to basement
Through rooms where epics thunder
forth the tales
Of burning Troy and the founding of
ancient Rome,




i rock forma tic
with searching
gam a meagre
ay till mid-years remain in
college
When all my efforts seem to come to
And I am left to sorrowfully despair?
My room- nate came and sought to dry
A senior tried to drive away my fears.
Last came and last did go
The Bible Prof who bid ine get the
book.
She spoke with sadness as her head
"How well could I have spar'd for thee,
young maid.
Anow of such as for sweet slumber's
Libe desk
Like the virgins in Matthew who left
their lamps untended
they, whil'st thou by tribulation
close attended
itand tike Job. May thou be blessed
Weep :
as the reading
piles of cards begin











Hoot mon! One dinna ken why one
enjoys the Scothch comedy at the
Copley sa mickle much. Marigold, a
comedy of conquest, so billed, is very
light, very charming, and not endowed
with any great astuteness of plot or
characters. The pretty yoi
with her slightly strained
her too vivacious little humors steps
into the place of the touzled headed
nursery tot as the reconciling agent





with the new polka
We thought that stage heroines had
long ago given up the mean little habit
of engenuously deciding to spend the
night in bachelor apartments, thus
causing blushes, embarassment, com-
plication and plot. But the habit may
even be interesting if the scene is laid
in the "Rookery" of Edinburgh Castle.
Audiences still enjoy the flavor of a
Heidelburg atmosphere.
The setting and the dating of the
play undoubtedly compensate for any
1842. The
bunting, the gay martial music, the
dress parade and the crowds of loyal
Scotsmen are carefully suggested as a
background. The last scene, and pic-
torially the most effective of the play,
shows the row of low-curtseying ladies
and their officer partners, stiffly at at-
tention, waiting the entrance of her




The expectations of those of us who
had looked forward eagerly to the first
faculty recital of the year were fully
rewarded in
introduced ti
ber of the lr
able to renew our acquaintance with
another gifted member whose former
recitals we have always enjoyed.
Miss Jean MacDonald revealed a
great versatility in the variety of songs
which she presented. Great demands
were made upon her voice and upon
her musical intelligence and she met
the demands adequately. We enjoyed
most the first three groups of songs
which she sang. The purity and seren-
"bel i aled i
Pergolesi and Rosa songs, rising to
brilliance in the Mozart Allelujah re-
vealed Miss MacDonald's perfect con-
trol of her voice and her understanding
of the musical demands made by the
songs. Greater warmth of tone and a
romantic depth ul" feeling characterized
the German group. The calm, yet
deeply expressive Lent and Fur Musik
I delightfully with the sly hu-
' the Vergebliches Standchen, in
fliss MacDonald pictured c'.uivr.i-
le two characters involved. Ein
ist Mein Freund again made
Miss MacDonald's dramatic
I he group. The Aria from Rienzi was
perhaps the most brilliant contribution
to the evening, surpassing in dramatic
intensity and agility of execution, any
of the other songs, and it was presented
style. The French
m-nup ant! i lu- "roup i
vealed no lack of ability
they failed to stir us as
groups. The warm tones of Miss
donald's middle and lower registers
she revealed an astonishingly large
Miss Wilder's Chopin uroup revealed
her to us as an artist of
fection and of fine music
The interpretation of the opening part
of the Noctiinir clill. red slightly
the usual, but was all the more pit
in it's newness. Miss Wilder plays
Chopin with all the technical
and with all the ebb and flow of
ing moods which we
with Chopin and his music. We wish
her share in the recital had been
Last year's series of Faculty recitals
gave us some of the most enjoyable
:al events of the College year and
with this beginning this year's series
bids fail' to be even more enjoyable.
NEW YORK ENTHUSIASTIC OVER
ARGENTINA, DANCER OF SPAIN
When New York becomes
thusiastic it is safe to as:
coming excited. For New Yo
developed more than the ar
chewing and subway-riding;
applies onlv
tremely nice taste in
and in art. Perhaps
to the upper crust of
certainly theirs is
"Wildly
aggerate in the least the adulation the
critics have heaped upon the Spanish
dancer La Argentina. Nor is it quite
adequate to describe 1
manner in which New
swept off its feet by
;ffect not only of
of the personality which
radiates from this vivid creature.
Argentina is a true Spanish type; she
has the flash of Carmen and some of
the earthiness of Spain which shows
the peasant like vigor and
grace in her dancing. But
she is a woman of striking
i one of the most fascinating
flirts that has ever captivated an audi-
predominantly La
r dances which she
n each she is per-
i is the
fectly in character <
ne of truely fine work). One of her
•st popular dances, that in which she
a stupid peasant girl, could be
ssed as consummate acting as well
dancing. But Argentina is not only
otherwise to describe the playing of the
lets which accompany mosl of her
is. Versatility such as she dis-
plays is not often cognate with per-
and successfully so it is the dancing oi
Argentina. The whole body is in
rhythm; evei the flashing of the black
eyes adds to the unity of the effect.
on is furthermore en-
hanced by ostumes that form the
vhole setting for the dance. The de-
ightful Bolerom (Classic dance of the
8th century effects the mood of the
lumber with wide fluffed ballet skirt
of pink with drooping red bow and
aunty cap. The daring color combi-
l of one cost tune bunu.-. back
with a rush. Yellow, black,
orange, pink and green, a great spark-
liamond at the kerchief, a yellow
n the hair. And in the Andalu-
sian tango the white and cerise are in-
tensified by the black mantilla which
its Seville. Again there are the
impulsions oi" a bull tig hi and
PHOTOGRAPHS FROM ENGLAND
and individual ph. it.mr.iphic .studies "i
English architecture, scenery, and life,
which are, many of them, more like
line lithographs or etchings than like
at Hathaway House. They are the
work of an alumna, Mrs. Gordon
Campbell 'Helen Woods. 07). who lives
in a Northamptonshire village, in the
heart of the fox-hunting country, and
within easy motoring distance of a wide
variety of interesting villages, churches,
and towns. Her subjects range from
cathedrals to cottages (Ely cathedral
and the Devonshire cottages are two of
her best subjects), from the Pytchley
Hunt to lonely Welsh hillsides. The
ancient bridge with houses on it at
Lincoln, the ruins of Ludlow Castle, a
moated manor house, and the beauti-
ful "Boston stump," the church tower
of old Boston are among them. The
pictures are sold for the benefit of the
Cancer Fund, except those of Boston,
which are aiding the restoration of
the "Stump," now in danger of de-
struction from weakened foundations.
These pictures have the sense of
special quality in the scene which the
lover of England and the English
scenes desires, and often cannot find in
phoh'F-iaphs sold on the spot.
SYMPHONY HALL
Dec. 2 3:30 Kreisler
Dec. 6 8.15 Harvard Glee O
Soloist. Margaret Matzenau
Dec. 9 3:30 Whiteman and
Dec. 00 Howard Goding.
15 Isabelle Burnada,
Oliver Stewart, tenor
Dec. 4 8:15 Apollo Club
Soloist. Olga Avierno
Dec. 5 8:15 Clara Rabinovitch,
pianist
THEATER GUILD COWING
Comes "The Guardsman'' to the Hol-
; Street Theater, Boston, on Decern-
:r 3rd, as interpreted by the Theater
Guild Acting Company. It will be the
first of a series of four plays to be
offered by the Guild here this season,
ist being headed by Alfred Lunt.
Lynn Fontanne. Ernest Cossart, Jane
Wheatley and Hortense Alden. It was
Lunt and Miss Fontanne who
played the principal roles in this come-
dy during its New York run of nine
is at the Garrick and Booth The-
The author is Ferrenc Molnar,




Fri. and Sat., Nov.











The World's Greatest Ledtli.. Stan
MARTHA KAY CANDY SHOP




this is a riddle
"What is the favorite
modern animal?" Junior
asks.
"Peek o' knees," Miss
"And what's the favorite
modern shop?" shecounter-
asks.
"The J. M. S. 1 know





sizes 13, 15 and 17 years




Say it with books
Personal (^hnatmaa djaroa
To insure your delivery when you want them, your personal
cards should be ordered now. Our new cards are ready
for your selection and they comprise an unusually large
and attract
Morrison Gift Shop
Next Door to Hotel Waban
BONWIT TELLER 6XQ
FIFTH AVENUE AT 38th STREET, NEW YORK
Invite yon to an Exhibit of
Winter Fashions
and /Accessories
for Women and Misses
Thursday . . . December oth
Friday .... December Jth




Out From Dreams and
Theories
SENIOR REGISTRATION
All members of the class of 191
asked to register with £he Pers
Bureau at this time. This registration
will enable the Bureau to be of se
loccinmonded for positions for
such assistance in the future. Regis-
tration blanks may be obtained at
Room 1 Administration Building dur-
ing the week of December 3, and
should be returned by December 15.
The registration fee of $2.00 includes
life membership in the Bureau and its
unlimited service without additional
payment. In this, the Bureau differs
from commercial agencies which :
quire a percentage of salary after
position is s
Complete
registration blanks are to be found on
the Personnel Bureau bulletin board,
and those who desire further informa-
tion are asked to meet Miss Sturgis in
her office hours or make special ap-
pointments. The Bureau wishes to be
of the utmost possible service to each
senior, both in giving vocational in-
formation and in making placements
for next year if desired.
The Bureau suggests candidates in
response to requests from employers,
for filling
furnishes cre-
dentials regarding candidates who
make independent applications for po-
sitions, and cooperates with other vo-
cational service agencies by making
nominations and giving detailed in-
formation in regard to Wellesley grad-
uates. This year, the Bureau will also
carry on a considerable amount of field
work to investigate possible openings
in teaching and business, in order to
put our seniors in touch with desirable
positions.
Alice I. Perry Wood,
Director.
atmosphere than a college
;her small clubs and or-
ganizations are to be judged on the
most prevalent
that they draw
group in the dormitory and :
which I belong
;n different dormitories
possible twelve. At my so<
BANKING OFFERS WOMEN
NUMBER OF GOOD POSITIONS
Encouragement lor puis considering
lanking as a career was the result of
he talk last Wednesday by Miss Mar-
ha L. Scally, Assistant Cashier of the
)ld Colony Trust Company of Boston,
liss Scally stated that a commercial
msiness school graduate may find a
ob more readily than the college girl,
>ut in the end the latter girl will have
l better position. To attain this she
good general education
rest in what is going on
and skill in typing. Her best start is
as secretary, and a good opening is a
small bank, though larger ones are
more "exciting". The hours are com-
paratively pleasant, from nine until
five, usually, though often lengthened
in winter and shortened in summer.
Finally, Miss Scally mentioned the de-
sirable environment one finds in a
bank, and the many contacts one has
the opportunity to make.
Savings banks are usually for poorer
people, and Miss Scally described only
commercial banks, since her knowledge
of the former is limited. The mechani-
cal department includes the receivers
and tellers; the trust department has
to do with wills, estates, property, edu-
cation, etc.; the statistical department
is a good place for girls who like re-
search and mechanical work. The
credit department offers much more
interesting work, of a personal sort.
The bond department has too much
routine work for women, who are usual-
ly not interested in the constant com-
munication with the stock exchange.
There is, however, plenty of oppor-
tunity for women. A department for
service to women is being opened by
the Old Colony Trust Company on
December 1, and the National Asso-
ciation of Bank Women has a mem-
bership list which numbers 216 women,
all of them bank officers.
rvinunupd from Page 4, Column
set forth in an open lecture in the
spring. Surely there is as much in-
formation given out there as is given
in the college catalogue when we
by those who
sign up, it is not the fault of the so-
cieties but of the girls themselves. So-
ciety work gives an opportunity to
many who are unqualified or who are
not interested in the wider all-college
Dcieties. That th
largest achievement oi
open to more, is due
win 'in
through the society. One of its
greatest advantages is that it brings
together girls of all types, people with
ir- members would not ordinarily
the opportunity of working. At
n vespers every month hospital-
extended to non-society seniors
that they may share in the social life
)f the society. We cannot say there-
:ore that we are hedged about with
nystery and awfulness. I believe there
s a sincere wish among society mem-
jers that its comradeship be shared.
The system of placing by the Cen-
tal Committee is carried on with as
nuch justice as is humanly possible.
Prospective members are urged to sign
only for the society or societies in
which they feel they can be happy,
should not be
with facts; the votes of the so-
• members and the preferences of
girls themselves. The system as I
it is so far superior to the system
of rushing in the State Universities as
preclude comparison.
1929.
Wednesday evening with the following











HAS REVIVED "THE TEMPEST"
The Tempest, t
Shakespearean comedy, opened at The
Repertory Theatre of Boston on Mon-
day evening, November 19th. This play
has not been seen in Boston since 1897
when it was given by Augustin Daly's
Company. It was probably Shake-
speare's last work and written with all
the . that 1
cuinnnindcci. One reviewer in the
eighties said that Shakespeare wrote
nothing more exquisite, more instinct
with subtle and controlling charm, its
delightfully romantic story, glowing
exquisite poetry and brilliant im-
aginative caprice have been the de-
light of readers Tor tr
The charm and verdure
mighty inheritance- <">! wisdom and
unreproved delight. The Tempest,
h will be our eleventh Shakespear-
production in Boston and the first
bis season, has been selected be-
e of its novelty and its especial
appeal to lovers of Shakespearean pres-
ions, to students from the colleges
to children because of the fairy like
atmosphere that runs through the play.
It will be produced with that same
brilliancy that made Macbeth as given
this Theatre two seasons ago an out-
standing success. Its stage settings.
masks and properties have been de-
signed and executed by our artists Le-
land Wright, Andrew McFadden and
Roswell Snider; its costumes by Grace
Ripley and assistants. It is being
Roo
Spending the Holidays and 1
at Mrs. Ward's
62 Church St. Tel. Welles
AESTHETIC DANCERS ORGANIZE
SYSTEM OF HONOR GROUPINGS
'31






















wrap arounds and gar-
ter belts.
Bandeaux for evening wear.
Silk Hosiery and Underwear
Ivy Corset Shop
staged under the personal direction of
Henry Jewett. The entire strength of
the Company will appear; Robert
Nobie, Caliban; Cameron Matthews,
Prospero; Arthur Sircom, Ferdinand;
Milton Owen, Alonso; Thomas Shearer,
Trinculo; Augustus Keogh. Stephano;
Thayer Roberts. Antonio; Benjamin
Ossipow. Sebastian; William Mason,
Gonzalo; Edith Barrett. Miranda;
Katherine Warren, Ariel; Olga Birk-
beck, Iris.
SALE OF ARMENIAN GOODS
The Blue Spruce Lodge
Near Crofton and Birches
26 Weston Rd., Wellesley
Rooms available for Students remaining in
Wellcstey during the Christmas Recess
nesday, Dec. 5tl throughout the i
ugees in Aleppo.
price coiiMdcnnii- th-- quality
needlework and the beauty of design.
The proceeds of the sale go toward









C«m euient College Deliveries




day and evening gowns









kinds of furs relined, repaired,
-cleaned, and glazed.
Workmanship and satisfaction guar-
anteed. Prices much lower than the




A Hotel Martha Washington
A ( Exclusively for Women)
I 29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street9 NEW YORK CITY
A The Ideal Residence for Those Coming to Town for Shopping, the Theatres
7 or to Enjoy the Many Cultural Advantages Offered in New York.
A DAILY RATES — NONE HIGHER
J
Rooms with Running Water . . For One — S2.00 . 2.50
A For Two— 3.00 . 3.50
Rooms with Private Bath
. . . For One — 3.00 . 3.50 . 4.00













to assure this in
Shredded
Wheats
EAT IT WITH WHOLE MILK
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Biblio File
American poetry has had a splendid
revival lately after a period of paucity
and almost of mediocrity. Miss T>
has brought out a new collection of
verse, and Carl Sandburg has made a
like offering, while the sonnets of Ed-
win Arlington Robinson have been
Stephen Vincent Benet's John Broion's
Body that has called forth considerable
comment. With West-running Brook.
Robert Frost, our North of Boston
poet, adds another offering to the al-
ready rich season. The poetry partakes
of the dryness and restraint of the
granite hills of Vermont, where Robert
Frost lives and works. It is unemo-
tional yet not cold, and has beauty and
something of sentiment beneath the
colloquialism and homespun phrasings.
As poetry, Mr. Frost's work has high
value. As a study of New England
background, it is equally interesting.
Among the outstanding new Biogra-
phies are The Story of Gilbert and
Sullivan by Isaac Goldberg and two
studies of John Wesley, one by Abra-
ham Lipsky, the other The Lord's
Horseman by Umphrey Lee.
Some recent best-sellers include Bos-
ton by Upton Sinclair; TJie Silver
Thorn, Hugh Walpole; Lily Christine,
Michael Arlen; Good-bye Wisconsin,
Glenway Wescott; The Island Within,
Ludwig Lewisohn; The World Does
Move, Booth Tarkington, and Giant
Killer, by Elmer Davis.
New York Public Library. It is in the
main entrance hall, and is easy to dis-
cover because there are usually several
children there standing on tip-toe to
peep into the tall glass case. The
manuscript which Lewis Carroll pre-
sented to Alice is in the most careful
script, almost as perfect as printing.
The page is opened at a pen and ink
drawing of Alice and the Rabbit which
calls to mind the host of fascinating
that have grown to be
>f childhood. With the
manuscript are lithographs of the orig-
inal Alice, who was last year forced to
sell her treasure for financial reasons.
The manuscript brought a fabulous
spivch. s.-incht only to preserve
rhiirmin^ and intL-reMinq things <
provincials and to interpret the people
to outsiders.
Drummond wrote of the Corduroy
Road, which was no longer left foi
Miss Smaill to travel over this summer:
"De corduroy road go bompety bomp
De corduroy road go jompety
An' he's takin' beeg chances upset
FEATURE DECORATIVE ARTS IN
NEW WINGS OF BOSTON MUSEUM
The Museum of Fine Arts, Bost
opening to the public this fall, a
wing devoted to the decorative arts of
Europe and America. Plans for this
addition to the Museum have be
preparation for some years, while for
four actual construction has been un-
der way. The Wing is of three stories
with fifty rooms and galleries adjoin-
ing the main building of the Museum.
rt yard garden i
"T li- the
Gothic Period through the
century, are arranged as far as possible
in chronological order. The Main
Floor is devoted to European collectii
from the Gothic Period thmti-h the s
enteenth century; the Ground Floor,
European
tin' eighteenth century: <




Even picturesque old Quebec, the lo-
cale from which Miss Margaret Edith
Smaill of the Reading and Speaking
Department has drawn the Habitant
readings that have come to be linked
with her name, is suffering from the
crassness of that process unfortunate-
Miss Smaill re-
ie St. Lawrence River villages,
le summers of her childhood
. spent with her family. Trav-
is time in her old Ford, which
"Christopher Robin" because
hoppity, hoppity, hop, but al-
of his parish so religiously
I accordion, but lingers for
only a minute over the songs of his
father and his grandfather, and then
hurries on to exhibit his knowledge of
modern jazz tunes, caught from the
The Habitant poetry which Miss
Smaill reads in public with such sym-
pathy of interpretation is written by
William H. Drummond, in his youth a
telegrapher who lived at the back of
Mt. Royal. The poems are set in the
curious rhythmic patois, which is a
combination of the small English of the
habitant and his own French. Drum-
mond, though taking liberties at times
Rare and Early Objects Are Ineluded
Among earlier objects are rare Gothic
tapestries, including eight fragments of
tapestries made in 1480-83 for Cardinal
Ferry de Clugny, recently acquired anc
exhibited for the first time in America;
many Gothic sculptures and architec-
fragments; an important fifteenth




various collections of Italian. Flemish
Spanish, and English objects of the fif-
teenth, sixteenth, seventeenth ci
ries. There are some twenty period
rooms, the earliest from a Tudor house
once existing in Somersetshire, Eng-
land, and dated about 1490. Other fine
examples are the State Morning Room
from Hamilton Palace, near Glasgow,
Scotland, dated 1690; a charming Chip-
pendale Room, about 1750. from Wood-
cote Park, Epsom, England; and four
French interiors of the time of Louis
XV and XVI, two of which came from
the celebrated Chateau de la Muette
at Passy, France. Through delicately
balanced ensembles each room recap-
tures the spirit of the epoch it repre-
A series of American rooms gives a
very complete picture of the changes
which took place in the well-to-do
hemes of our ancestors in New Eng-
land. The transition from the seven-
teenth century crude interiors to the
restrained and elegant structures of the
late eighteenth century is pictured.
Three remarkable original Samuel Mc-
Throughout the Wing a plan has
been followed of supplementing a peri-
od room, appropriately furnished, with
galleries containing collections of con-
temporary objects. In each gallery are
shown various types of work made with-
in the period of the adjacent room. In
many lovely examples of early work-
manship. Especially interesting is a
large collection of sailing vessels, in-
cluding several historical models.
A reception was held on the evening
tllr
->( one week for the benefit of Museum
subscribers had been arranged to pre-
cede the public opening on Novem-
WELLESLEY SEEN AND HEARD
(Continued from Page 4, Column 4)
Babel—she has not to tune her ear t<
the soundings of a strange tongue. Bu
in the slight differences of idiom
phrase, and academic slang she cat
' and "Rollcalls" carry with
livelier suggestion, and must
fraught with greater happi-
colorless English equivalents
and "written answers." And surely "to
be flunked" must be a brighter process
than "to be failed?"
Oxford is the city of bells and chimes.
but the deep music which rings out
every hour from Christ Church carries
with it no reminder of academic ap-
pointments: it only marks the passage
of Time through the Ages, The bell
which now sounds in my imagination
has a more imperious, more insistent
note. It must be in Founders Hall that
I hear it. and the hour must be 12:30
OUR CONTEMPORARIES
e over the entire management
Hotel Astor in New York City
12. In return
ich this will give
complete charge
ms. planning the
meals and the* various details of hotel
management. Five similar laboratory
experiments have been conducted by
Professor Meek in previous years, the
men having had complete management
of the Hotel Roosevelt for one day last
through college was pursued by one
Ianthus Wright of the Utah Agricul-
tural College and proved so lucrative
that he was able to marry during his
sophomore year. During his freshman
year the student, who comes from the
Utah alfalfa seed district, bought on
time from his father for five dollars
a farm of fifty-three acres, of which
one half was in alfalfa, one quarter in
rest in greasewood.




seed froze, and he was forced to give
it away for five cents a bushel, he
managed by the second year to get
$2,900 for his seed and to sell $300
worth of hay also. He did much of
the farm work himself, although it
necessitated his leaving college two
weeks early and getting back a week
,te. His profits that sophomore year
ere $2,000!
The radical experiment at the Uni-
versity of Denver by which the library
being kept open until nine-thirty in
the evening, is about t






your hostess for her hospitality, to friends you are usually
J
with or to the rest of the family at home, and to those where
| you arc or to those where you'd like to be.
| At Fraser's you'll find satisfactory flowers to express your
| sentiments, and we can send them anywhere-
^THEFLOM
Tel. Woll. 0700 4 5<5 CentralStmt
§£ TTbc Blue SDvacjon *
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
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c dancing and a fine
All tlic hospitality and




her, nor custom stale
her infinite variety"
What Shakespeare wrote ofCleo-
patra finds echo in the thoughts
of millions who recognize the:
perennial youth cf the Coca-Cola
girl—the fair one you see cvery-
nptingly suggesting
; you 're I..
D E GOOD T I
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW!
29: THANKS-
Morning Chapel. Dean Tufts will lead.
7:30 P. M, French Tea Room. Alum-
nae Hall. Meeting of Cosmopolitan
Club. Albanian, Polish and Turkish
Sunday, December 2: 11:00
Memorial Chapel. Preacher, D:
Edgar Park, President of Wheaton
7:30 P.M. Severance Hall, Miss 1
Monday. December 3: 8
(promptly) Billings Hall.
Events. Miss Waterman will
ill lead.
P.M. Hall. It
"Me-pected that the motion picture,
chanics of the Brain," will be pre-
sented. The popular admission fee to
the picture elsewhere is $2. Admission
charge here is only 25 cents. Every-
lead.
4:40 P.M. Room 124 Founders Hall.
Mrs. Lucinda Prince, Director of Prince
School for Store Service Education, will
speak on •Department Store Work for
College Women." (Committee on Vo-
cational Information)
8:00 P.M. Alumnae Hall. Welles-
ley-RadchfTe Concert. Madrigals and




'25 Katharine Caleb White to Dr.
Clark Wright Heath. Harvard '22, Har-
vard Medical '26.
'27 Marian L. Hopkins to Mr. Ross
Bayes. Princeton '27.
MARRIED
'21 Enimy Roessler to Mr. Jacob
Mertens, Jr. Address: Traymore Dwell-
ings, Bronxville Rd., Bronxvilte, N. Y.
Address: Granville, Mass.
'27 Mary Alice Talley to Mr. Wil-
liam John Edmonds, Transylvania Col-
lege '19, University of Kentucky '20,
M. I. T. '22. October 9. Address: 730
South Sixth St., Terre Haute, Ind.
DIED
'98 Mrs. Eva S. McDowell, mother of
Louise S- McDowell, November 9, in
Wellesley.
'01 Mrs. Cynthia Louise Bissell,
mother of Grace L. Bissell, November
11. in Buffalo, N. Y.
NEW INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONS
"Up at six-thirty, apron bundled ur
del-
car. Arrived at the Wrigley factory
just as fifteen girls were being turned
away." So began the career of one of
the students who worked in a Chicago
factory during six weeks of her summer
from the inside. The National Student
Council of the Y. W. C. A. sponsors
several Student-in-Industry groups
each summer in various large cities.
The girls spend six weeks working in
any factory where they can get a job.
and usually are fortunate enough to
be fired at least once, so that a varied
is assured them. They live
rnings and with their fac-
who have no idea that
students. Tin y otVn
one's experiences an<




re preventatives "1 any (..inanimation or
movement in which they were inter-
employers, politicians, workers, radicals.
Often they simply talked over their
own experiences and "listened to fas-





" All such nicotines terminated:
with a demonstration of what real
working girl appetites can do to trays
and trays of sandwiches and cups of
hot tea." There were trips to inter-
esting labor centers in the city and op-
portunities to visit union meetings and
a Sacco-Vanzetti protest meeting.
Changed Attitude Results
Besides the actual experience of work-
ing for a short time us most people work
your name in the C. A. office and
watch for any indexed notices about the
nt-in-Industry group?
iheir Stu-
cient-in-Inrlusiry group find that their
whole attitude changes. In speaking of
her actual work one of the girls says;
was undergoing another change. The
felt i
able
director of the group says. "We leave
Chicago, realizing 'the oneness of all
people,' and though we know that we
have barely touched the outer edge of
a vast and complicated phase of life
our viewpoints have been changed so
ubtly yet; .that
always have a bi.iiei and clearer '
of the problems of industry. The
suits of this change wil
on the campuses, in the homes, and in
the future ideas and modes of life of
This summer Wellesley will be repre-
sented by one or more students in one
of the Student-in-Industry groups. Mt,
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Permanent Waving a Specialty
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' Tis cheery within
THE MAD HATTERS
Announce the Opening of their
New Hat Shop in Wellesley
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